Introduction
I am a Lutheran, proud of my musical heritage. Ever since the time of Martin Luther, the hymn book has come a close second for Lutherans in importance, behind the Bible, in shaping our faith and our life. This has definitely been true for me. The hymn book has played an outstanding role in my faith and life development from a young age. But it has been true as well for Lutheran communities in South Africa. I want to focus on the traditional German and mission-descendent communities, and the Lutheran hymns that have been part of their identity. How did the themes and biblical interpretations of their hymns shape their faith and Christian action? You might find that some of the issues discussed in this article played a role not only in the Lutheran congregations but also in other denominations with their singing traditions.
This article was presented as a paper at an academic conference in July 2012 at the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN). It is part of a larger research project into Christian songs and how they function, which forms the basis of a PhD dissertation in the field of Practical Theology and Liturgical studies. Hymnology is a field which one can approach from a church music perspective or from a practical theological perspective. This article has a practical theological approach and focuses on the study of song texts in denominational hymnals. I will look mainly at three hymn books in use in my church: The old German hymnal the Evangelisches Kirchengesangbuch (EKG) of the 1950s, the newer German hymnal of 1994, the Evangelisches Gesangbuch (EG), and the English Lutheran hymnal presently in use, the Australian Lutheran hymnal (LH) . 1 This article follows hymnological convention when it refers to hymnbooks by abbreviation rather than editor. The full details of the books are found in the Bibliography.
The influence of a hymn book
Some Lutheran hymnologists have compared the relative importance of the Bible and hymnbook with the sun and the moon (Albrecht 1995:97) . The hymn book was compared to the moon, reflecting the sun's rays, that is, reflecting biblical teachings. This is a useful picture in some ways, but fairly misleading in others, because although the influence of the Bible seems to be the constant, invariable element in the Christian's faith life, it is not that simple, and on the other hand the hymnbook does not only passively reflect the Bible, but also actively shapes the way the Bible teachings are understood.
The content of the Bible is fixed. But the way we interpret it is not. The way we judge the relative importance of different passages, where we place our emphasis and which texts we practically ignore, changes and shifts with our theology and context. Such changes in theology and biblical interpretations are reflected but also shaped by the hymn book. Shifts in theology change hymn writers' choices of themes and interpretations. New favourite themes and ways to deal with classical Christian questions emerge. Hymns may also be critical comments on popular trends. The new hymns have an impact on the consciousness and understanding of congregations. Some become popular and well used, others are quickly forgotten. Then there are the selectors and the hymnal commissions, who according to their theological understanding make choices about hymns that are selected and left out of normative hymn books. After the new hymnal or song book has been distributed, it is then the pastor and the congregants who determine what is sung and what is left unsung. The question which songs become, and which will remain genuine 'church hymns', accepted and loved as part of a community's identity and expressing its theology, is an immensely complex process (Lieberknecht 1994:11-12) . 2 If we are honest, for most people in the pews, it is the tune more than anything else, which determines whether a song is accepted. The text, which may have more or less theological value, is for many people a secondary consideration. I think we all know examples of popular songs with problematic theology. They survive in spite of attempts of critical theologians to suppress them. 3 Normally writing new lyrics to the popular tune has a better chance of success than trying to stop the song being sung. 4 The debate is a serious and important one. I am someone who has experienced for myself -but would also argue it is true in general -that the songs we sing shape our theology much more deeply than the sermons we hear. The relationship between the faith of a community and its singing tradition is a complex one of give and take. It is a relationship alive and fraught with emotion, as can be seen in the debates around music and what should be sung, in almost every congregation in which I have attended services. This article is part of an ongoing research project into the question of the quality of Christian songs. What makes a song 'work'? What helps it survive into the next generation who probably will have a different taste in music? What 2.Lieberknecht speaks of the history of a song in analogy to a human biography. A song is born, gains an identity, grows in stature and acceptance, and then has to pass certain tests (Bewährungs-Situationen) . When the song has demonstrated some quality and staying power, it is selected for the first song-books and hymnals. At this point a more responsible 'adult' life begins, where it is chosen at intervals to codify particular emotional and theological content for congregants. This selection is not taken lightly and is a sign that the song has already passed many tests. Then at some stage the song is taken out of the hymnal, 'goes on pension', from where it may still be called on now and again before it dies completely. (Lieberknecht 1994:11-12) 3.There were quite a few years when pastors and church musicians tried to prevent the song Silent night from being sung in church at Christmas time, as they felt the theology was too shallow for public worship (see critique in Albrecht 1995:85 characteristics in the text and the tune should we look out for when we decide which songs are worth teaching a congregation? In 2007 at a conference I delivered a paper critiquing contemporary praise and worship songs (Tönsing 2008) . I conceded that there are great exceptions to the general trends, but argued that in general many of these songs had a shallow, one-sided theology, which focussed on glory to the detriment of the Cross, pretended Christians don't have any problems, ignored the horizontal aspects of Christian life such as responsibility, love and service and concentrated almost exclusively on the exalted Christ, to the exclusion of the human, compassionate, serving and suffering Jesus, not to mention a concern for justice or the well-being of the whole earth.
I still maintain that many of my criticisms of the lyrics of praise and worship music are valid, but the longer I reflected on what I said, the more I realised that much of what I had criticised is true also of my own tradition, indeed of much of Christian theology through the centuries. It is therefore unavoidable, that I should turn the same critical eye on the tradition that shaped me. And this is a good time to do it. The Lutheran Churches are preparing for the 500th Anniversary of the Reformation, and have given each year this decade a theme: We are now in the year celebrating Luther and music.
Brief historical overview
What are the theological and spiritual trends that shaped Lutheran singing? How did the shifts in theology and spirituality affect Lutheran singing tradition, and what in these trends and shifts has an enduring quality for us today? How did theology and biblical interpretation shape the hymn book, and how did the hymn book in turn shape theology?
Without spending much time on this, I do want to give a very brief overview of the history of Lutheran hymnody 5 to follow some of these trends and shifts and to consider their longterm effects. I think it is well-known that Luther himself is the founder of our hymn-singing tradition, and that from his time on the Lutheran chorale was a fixed part of Lutheran worship. Luther tried to find talented people to write hymns and metrical psalm paraphrases in German, and when not enough were found, he started writing himself, exhibiting an impressive musical and poetic talent (Rößler 1990:40) .
6 Songs were the primary means by which reformation theology was spread amongst the largely illiterate peasant classes. Songs were used not only to praise but also to preach and teach. This came at a time when music in worship had made a bad name for itself, as far removed from the people and as a hindrance rather than a help in worship. The reformer Zwingli saw music as a hindrance to genuine worship and banned it from the service entirely (Thompson 1961:142) . Calvin more realistically, saw it as a powerful vehicle to propel words into the hearts of people -both good words, and bad words (Leith 1981:211) . Therefore he decided that 5.The basic subdivision of the eras are taken from the short hymnological history at the back of the new German hymnal EG 956.2-956.6.
6.Luther really established the genre of the chorale. He reworked many texts and also many medieval tunes to make them singable to German texts. EG 956.2 (1).
music could only be used to imprint scriptural words into people's consciousness and did not allow freely composed hymns as this opened the floodgates to problematic theology.
Luther himself made no such restrictions (even though some hymnologists have argued that he did (Routley 1983:17) 7 , but later church authorities, in the thick of the post-Reformation doctrinal controversies, found themselves agreeing that free compositions were dangerous and opened the door wide to heresies. Of course as staunch Lutheran orthodox officials they would never have admitted to agreeing with Calvin.
8
They restricted hymn singing in church to the hymns of the bona fide reformers (Albrecht 1995:107) . 9 So there was a canon of accepted hymns, mainly by Luther himself, which became the staple for church services. Fortunately, throughout the ages, people continued to write -and often outside formal worship -these other songs would gain popularity and acceptance, until they were finally taken up into the official hymnals.
10
This dual stream process has come to be characteristic of Lutheran song tradition. We have an officially sanctioned hymn book which is generally used in services 11 and often other songbooks or collections are used elsewhere, in youth groups, bible study groups and revival services. These contain songs that are part of contemporary theological and music trends. These contemporary songs are sung in these groups, become popular or are discarded, and also shape the spirituality of those attending. Some of the songs are later taken into the official hymnals, others are rejected as having inferior quality music and problematic, or one-sided theology.
So throughout our history, we have had the watchdogs, the hymnal commissions, which have tried to keep the official hymnals according to orthodox Lutheran theology and good taste in music. Of course they have had no means of control over what is sung in the homes, in youth groups and home fellowships and in revival meetings. This is where in every generation contemporary writers have had their space, and they have taken it with sometimes wonderful, sometimes theologically very problematic results, giving the next 7.Eric Routley has argued that Luther himself established the 'canon' of what should be sung by Lutheran congregations and restricted singing to his 37 hymns. There is no evidence that Luther did this, and indeed evidence that he actively encouraged other writers to produce hymns for example, the letter to Spalatin, asking him for psalm paraphrases (Luther [1523] 1972a:68-69).
8.During Lutheran Orthodoxy the rejection of Calvinism was almost as harsh as the rejection of Catholicism. The Lutheran congregations saw the popularity of the Genevan Psalter which was being used to promote Calvinism and countered it with their own paraphrased psalter, the Psalter by Becker and Schütz. (EG 956.2 [2] ).
9.Albrecht mentions that the Hymn book of Lutheran Orthodoxy restricted itself to about 30−40 songs in rural areas where most people were still illiterate. They were supposed to know them off by heart (Albrecht 1995:107) . There were probably sung mostly in the cities were more people could read. Hymn books were meant for the lead singers and not generally for the average congregant.
10.A famous example of these private collections was Praxis Pietatis Melica by Johann
Crüger that introduced the hymns of Paul Gerhardt and many now well-known tunes by Crüger himself (Albrecht 1995:109 round of hymnal commissioners much to sift, to select from and to discard.
Lutheran orthodoxy had a very clear sense of 'doctrinal correctness' and this more than emotive appeal shaped hymns in the 16th and early 17th century (EG 956.2 [2] ). This resulted in some fairly dry teaching texts, as well as militant songs about the preservation of the faith of the church. 12 The focus was on correct Lutheran teaching. This broke wide open in the Pietist movement, starting in the later 17th century. This movement focussed on faith experiencerather than theological teaching -on a personal emotional relationship with Christ. The movement produced many great songs 13 , but also moved into the opposite extreme of orthodoxy -excessive subjectivity, emotionalism and even hostility to the world. Again, the official guardians of church teaching allowed these songs only slow entry into the official hymnals. Lutheran church music reached its high point during the 18th century. The settings of J.S. Bach to even the drier Lutheran chorales have endeared them to countless people, through the ages. Even today, many young people gain access and a love for our hymns through choir music by Bach.
But the next backlash against emotive music was coming. This time it was the Enlightenment, spreading its message of reason as only criterion of truth, which had its effect on hymns. It rejected all emotionalism, resulting in very dry songs which were little more than appeals to human morality with some allowance made for praise of a creator God. Little has survived from this era (EG 956.4 [2] ).
14 The stark contrast between emotion and subjectivity on the one hand, and dry objectivism on the other is a tension that has shaped Lutheran hymn writing until today, and often manifests itself in the tension between what a congregation wants and loves to sing, and the hymns that are chosen, often for their theological teaching value by pastors.
15 Lutheran hymns have always been used to teach theology. However too many verses and heavy content can dull even emotive tunes. 16 The Enlightenment was the low point in hymn writing and Lutheran church music. Many traditional hymns were rewritten to conform to rationalist principles or were no longer sung (Albrecht 1995:114) .
In the 19th century a new wave of emotional fervour was released. Traditional hymns discarded during the 12.Many of these songs are no longer sung. A song telling the story about the Reformation and the battle for the soul of the church was still in the EKG (202) 15.How much this tension is still felt, is shown by the fact that the Evangelical Church in Germany devoted a whole edition of its liturgical journal Zeitschrift der Gemeinsamen Arbeitsstelle für Gottesdienstliche Fragen to the issue of feeling, sentiment and 'kitsch' in the Sunday Service (Klek 2008:39-43) .
16.Many hymns in the EKG have more than 7 verses, 10 is not uncommon. Those of Paul Gerhardt can go up to 13, 15, even 18 verses (EKG 230). In general hymnal commissions have left it up to congregations to make selections and have not cut down hymns, but very seldom are these hymns sung in full.
Enlightenment were rediscovered, as were the Pietist favourites, and in the midst of missionary fervour a singing tradition developed that was exported to the mission field, translated and adapted: emotive songs of militant faith and enthusiasm to spread the gospel, songs of a fervent love of Jesus. Many of these were collected in the influential songbook Mission Harp. 17 Mixed in with missionary fervour was also a growing sense of German national identity, even nationalism. Most of these songs were rejected by the hymnal commission of 70 years ago as excessively sentimental or too militant. But they continued to be sung with enthusiasm in groups and services. Some of these songs have now been accepted into the latest German hymnal (Klek 2008:39−47) .
18
The counter movement was again inevitable, and at the beginning of the 20th century, a movement started that rejected the Romantics of the 19th century, rediscovered Reformation hymns and medieval hymns and wrote music in the old medieval church tones and in the style of Gregorian chant or the Genevan psalter.
19 Many texts were written to old tunes. The 19th century Romanticism was associated with German nationalism and rejected by the poets of the resistance like Bonhoeffer, Klepper and Riethmüller. This movement culminated in the hymn book Evangelisches Kirchengesangbuch (EKG) on which I want to base this study. It is the hymn book I grew up with. It generally rejected the songs of the 19th century, only 14 of its 400 hymns are from the 19th century 20 , and it purged the hymnal of excessively emotive tunes.
The extremes of the pendulum of Lutheran hymnal history gives some substance to the prejudice, that whatever Germans do, good or bad, they tend to do thoroughly. The other Lutheran traditions such as the Scandinavians and later the Americans and Australians, steered clear of these extreme swings, but to look into this goes beyond the scope of this study. I will stay with my own tradition, which is the South African German Lutheran community.
Our Lutheran congregations in South Africa, particularly in KwaZulu-Natal, are largely a product of the 19th century missionary movement and were deeply influenced by the spirituality behind the Mission Harp songs. They were also a product of the strong German nationalism of the 19th and early 20th century and the militancy and triumphalism in some of its music. 21 Most of the German Lutheran 17.The Missionsharfe came out in two editions. The Kleine (small) Missionsharfe, (1st edn. 1852) which was a book in two-part harmony for groups and mission festivals. The Große (large) Missionsharfe was in four part settings for choirs. There were many editions and it was reprinted until well into the 20th century. Klek (2008) .
19.New tunes in the EKG in old styles, that is, without fixed rhythm or bar lines, or conventional major or minor keys are for example 13 (1937), 14 (1939), 35 (1939), 162; 225 (1938), 351 (1949 congregations were either unaware or supportive of the rise of National Socialism and they transferred this allegiance with relative ease to the Afrikaner nationalists after the 1948 elections. How this is reflected in the 'non-official' singing tradition would be a fascinating object for another study, but goes beyond the scope of this one.
22
Nevertheless the congregations were committed Lutherans with loyalty to Germany, and thus, although there was little understanding of the post-war shift in consciousness and theology in Germany, most congregations accepted the post-Second World War hymnal which was brought out in Germany. Many continued to sing their favourites from the Mission Harp, emotive songs of a fervent, personal faith and of course the contemporary songs of various styles that came out. But in the church services, the strong proclamatory songs of Lutheran faith were still the standard.
The hymns of the Evangelisches Kirchengesangbuch
This article focuses on these hymns, hymns of Lutheran tradition and Lutheran identity, which remained the staple in Lutheran services throughout the missionary period, which had been translated into other languages throughout the mission fields and which unite Lutherans in song when they come together. I have taken as basis of this study the 394 hymns from the German EKG. Of course not all these have been translated. But a great many have, and they give the study a clear limit and focus. I will quote the English translations if they are fairly close to the German. I have looked at themes, theological trends and most particularly, asked the question: How do these hymns compare to the points I critiqued in my article on Worship songs? (Tönsing 2008) . How much 'horizontal focus' do these hymns have? Where do they focus on the healing and compassionate ministry of the human Jesus, and on Christian love and responsibility? I fully admit that I have taken a much wider sample than in my study on worship songs, and had I taken only the top 50, the results might have been pretty dismal. But I have now looked at the full spread of this now 60-year-old collection, and obtained a sense of the themes and the gaps.
Authorised denominational hymnals normally have a wide spread of themes. They cover the themes of major church festivals, worship and sacraments, stages of life and the life of faith of a Christian. They represent the best of what was produced in countless generations of Christian hymn singing, and (if they contain Psalm texts) of believers much further back. Because each new generation has its own emphasis and theological bias, they are able to be much wider and more thorough in their spread of emphases than any contemporary songbook is able to be. Nevertheless, each hymn book still has its blind spots and limitations, which each new generation of songwriters is challenged to rectify.
22.The details in this and the next paragraph come from personal experience and memory and have not been researched or substantiated by interviews or surveys.
Praise and Thanksgiving
Songs of praise and thanksgiving are the backbone of any hymnal and any contemporary song book. And the EKG is no exception. However compared to many other hymnals the section is relatively small, only 13 songs out of 394 and only a handful of them have exuberant, emotive tunes . 23 (Of course there are songs in other sections which have a tone of thanksgiving). 24 It fits into the picture of Lutheran spirituality as being relatively serious and focussed on the Cross. This alone makes understandable the desire by many congregants in that time to supplement the EKG, with more emotive songs. On the other hand, these are songs of praise that take seriously the reality of human suffering and difficulties and still find words to praise God through it, much as the Psalm writers do. I have critiqued worship songs saying that their praise is often shallow, pretending that Christians have overcome all problems through faith. This is in no way applicable to the Songs of Praise of the EKG. Fairly typical of this is the hymn:
In You is gladness in all our sadness
In You is gladness in all our sadness, Jesus, sunshine of my soul. By You are given blessings from heaven. You're the one who makes us whole. Our hearts You've woken, our bonds You've broken, trusting You surely we build securely. We stand forever: Alleluia! (EKG 288 transl. WS 350) 25 Luther's own hymns have the tendency to be didactic. But he does have some exuberant notes of praise in his hymns, most noteworthy the first verse of Dear Christians one and all rejoice (EKG 239) and his Pentecost hymn Come Spirit of God (EKG 98).
Adoration
Songs of adoration simply express love of God or Christ and appreciation of who God is and his (or her) attributes. This is of course where worship songs have their strength, and where the EKG has a big gap. Suppressing emotive songs also meant suppressing adoration of God. Hymns praised and thanked and taught about God and human sin and salvation, but left little space for the human need for expressions of the personal faith relationship and what it means to the believer. Having grown up in a tradition that frowned upon such songs, I have grown to appreciate the need for them and the need to find such songs that express such sentiments well, but without being too shallow and sentimental. Both worship songs today and the emotive songs of the missionary and Pietist movement 23.For example a praise hymn by Paul Gerhardt 232 is set in C minor, and the tune for 227 is used also for a prayerfully reflective hymn for New Year's Eve. have a whole range of such songs of adoration, those that do it well, and those whose lyrics are no more than a play on emotions with little theological substance. Of course, the question when something is 'too sentimental' is a matter of opinion.
26
To understand the current friction in Lutheran congregations between traditionalists and the proponents of contemporary worship music one needs to understand something of the forces that shaped Lutheran tradition. I have found that choosing songs which are emotive songs of adoration with some solid theological substance is the key element in breaking down the sometimes acrimonious divisions between these two groups. But it was the proclamatory and didactic tone of the Reformation hymns that set the standard for Lutheran hymns, one could say until today.
Consciousness of sin or Confession
Lutheran theology has a strong awareness of, and focus on human frailty and brokenness. This is a strength, but can also become a weakness if it is taken to extremes. In spite of the Lutheran proclamation of salvation by grace through faith, in some hymns it can seem as though sin is so serious, that salvation is still questionable and something needing to be pleaded for, rather than trusted in. 30 This very contextual hymn was not translated, and was not often sung, but made a comeback in Germany in the years after the Second World War, where the tone of repentance was again very fitting, for this reason it was included in the EKG. This example is of course a reminder of the fact that the more concrete and contextual songs are, the less likely they are to survive into the next generation which has different problems and questions. And critical, prophetic songs are less likely to gain a foothold in popular consciousness. The above-mentioned hymn was sung regularly soon after the Second World War, then again fell into disuse and was excluded from the present hymnal.
Luther's own hymns speak a lot of repentance and sin. Concrete sins mentioned are usually false teachings (EKG 177), hating God's will and trying to redeem oneself rather than relying on God (EKG 195, 239) , that is, 'religious' sins rather than social sins. This did set the tone for Lutheran hymn writing.
The Cross
Luther called his own theology a 'theology of the Cross' rather than a 'theology of glory' and this has been characteristic of Lutheran spirituality and also of Lutheran hymnals (Luther [1518 (Luther [ ] 1957 . 31 Songs about the Passion of Christ form a large section of the hymnal (21 hymns, the same number as hymns for Christmas) and quite a few other sections contain references to the Cross. The Cross is linked directly with the sin of the individual and God's gift of forgiveness and salvation of the sinner (EKG 54, 57). Contemplating the Cross leads to repentance (example 64 v. 4-7, 67 v. 3). Jesus' pain is described in vivid detail to remind the believer what the cost of salvation has been (EKG 56, 60 v. 2, 63 v. 1−3). The Cross is seen as a source of comfort in affliction and in the face of death (EKG 63 vv. 9−10). However it happens relatively seldom that the Cross is seen in relation to the pain and suffering of others, or that we see Christ's Cross in the pain of the world. Of Paul Gerhardt's three Passion hymns two
30.Gott Lob, nun ist erschollen das edle Fried-und Freudenwort.
31.Luther uses these terms in the Heidelberg disputation of 1518. It goes beyond the scope of this article to discuss the precise meaning Luther gives to these terms, and whether popular Lutheran understanding of the terms is the same as his. Here it simply is taken to mean that in Lutheran spirituality the Passion is given greater weight than texts of power, glory and human transformation by the spirit. 
Comfort in affliction
With 28 hymns in the section 'Trust in God, Cross and Comfort' this aspect is probably the Lutheran hymnal's greatest strength. Lutheran spirituality takes suffering seriously as a fact of life. Nowhere is suffering seen as rooted in unbelief, whilst there are places where it is seen as punishment for sin, these are normally in the context of confession, (EKG 168 v. 4, 232 v. 8) or where it is entirely appropriate, such as the already-mentioned song about the destruction of war (EKG 392). In several places suffering is seen as a test of faith (EKG 294, 298), but more often than not, suffering is simply part of the world as it happens to be (EKG 306). The world is seen as a vale of tears, and we just need to continue to trust in God, and walk through it as a preparation for heaven which is very different (EKG 326). Here the spirituality is similar to Psalm 23 which does not problematise the valleys, but simply accepts them as part of life, through which we walk with God at our side. 
Resurrection, New life
There are fewer Easter hymns than Passion hymns in the EKG (15 against 21), and in general Easter themes play a far smaller role in the rest of the hymn book than references to the Cross. This has its roots in Luther's critique of 'theologies of glory', which ignore the Cross (Luther [1518 (Luther [ ] 1957 , also in the difficult situations many Lutheran hymn writers found themselves, and in general with the more serious, penitential Lutheran spirituality. Whilst some Easter themes are found in the section 'Death and Eternity' (EKG 330), there are surprisingly little and even here more comfort seems to be drawn from Jesus' death than from his resurrection.
The Easter hymns themselves tell the Easter story 33 , proclaim that Christ is alive, and speak of a hope beyond death. There are images of the cosmic battle of good against evil, often using the image of the serpent, or the battle of life against death and a proclamation of the triumph of life and the Good (examples: EKG 83 v. 2, 4, 86, 87 v. 2). However there is relatively little reflection about what implications this gift of new life has for our time on this earth. Whilst there is a sense in some songs that the 'world' has been saved and set free 34 , the 'world' is still largely seen as part of the force that held Jesus captive in death (EKG 85 v. 4) which has been overcome, allowing us entry into the life beyond . Gellert writes that Jesus lives and this means he has dominion over the world (EKG 89). Nikolaus Hermann writes that the sun, earth and all creatures who had been groaning, all rejoice that the 'prince of this world' has been defeated (EKG 80) . This phrase, borrowed from Luther, refers to Satan. The 'world' is part of the problem and is in need of redemption. (LH 89, EKG 76) paints the picture of the cosmic battle to free people held captive by death. Jesus' death and Resurrection took away death's sting and life was victorious over death.
Luther's Easter hymn Christ Jesus lay in death's strong bands

Spiritual warfare
In my experience, spiritual warfare is not a theme that features a lot in Lutheran preaching, or if it does in fairly muted ways. But it covers quite a large part of the hymn book. Militant language comes down from those days when Lutherans 32.An example is Luther's paraphrase of Psalm 12 which has tones of lament EKG 177.
33.Hymn 78 is a dialogue between the women and the angels at the empty tomb. 79 is a simplified paraphrase of the Easter story, which states that fact of resurrection and the words of the angel only.
34.For example in the hymn
Christ is arisen EKG 75, literally: 'If he had not arisen, the world would have perished …', also quoted in 78 verse 2 as the phrase comes from a pre-Reformation Latin hymn.
were a persecuted minority, in many a Reformation hymn 35 , but also from the times of Lutheran orthodoxy, when the church tried to defend the 'true' Lutheran faith against those who preached 'dangerous heresies'. 36 Luther's hymn A mighty fortress (EKG 201) begins this trend and it has been called the 'battle hymn of the Reformation'. 37 For Lutherans it symbolises a militant Luther who stood up against the might of Pope and Emperor, although this probably happened with a lot more fear and trembling than the popular myth allows. The hymn dates to 1528, quite a whilst after the main confrontations with the authorities, and was probably written in the context of personal struggles and afflictions (Rößler 1990:44) . 38 Nevertheless this hymn has remained the mark of Lutheran identity, so it merits a closer look. I am basing my comments on the German original and will correlate these with three different translations: the translation of the American Lutheran hymnal, that of the Australian Lutheran hymnal and my own composite and revised translation.
The hymn is based on Psalm 46 with its central verse: 'The LORD Almighty is with us, the God of Jacob is our fortress' (Ps 46:7; 11). Finding one's security in God in a time of affliction and pressure is a wonderful assurance. Of course, such a message can quickly switch and become ideology, if it comes to mean: God is with us, exclusively and not with the others. He is on our side against the others. Something similar happened in biblical times when the 'God is with us' of Psalm 46 became the ideology that Jerusalem was invincible (Jr 7:1-15). The battle hymn of the Reformation and the person of Luther himself have been used in all kinds of ideological and problematic ways, giving critical Lutherans a rather broken relationship with it. However I know from experience that in the late 1980s, at the time when there was increasing pressure on people critical of apartheid, this hymn gained a new deep meaning for us as expressing our experience in very many ways.
Following the translation closest to the German (LH 195) the first lines read:
A mighty fortress is our God, a trusty shield and weapon. Our faithful helper in all need, our stay whate'er may happen.
The translation that I have followed in my own collection leaves out the weapon and concentrates on the shield:
A mighty fortress is our God, a shield that will not fail us. (WS 355) This indicates an age-old problem, whether one needs to remain literally true to the original in a translation, or whether freedoms are permitted which will also translate a hymn into the new time in which it is sung, knowing the problematic history of ideological wars and struggles, justified by verses such as these. Usually hymnal commissions do take such freedoms, though cautiously. I have not done research on the use of this hymn in Germany's conflict-ridden history, but knowing that Luther was misused for Nationalist ideology, I can hardly imagine that his hymn would not have been used for militant and propaganda purposes. So I feel comfortable in keeping the shield and discarding the weapon.
I continue with the composite translation in my collection:
The old evil foe, now means deadly woe. With cunning and might he arms himself to fight. On earth he has no equal. It must be noted that in spite of my criticism, Luther is consistent in this hymn in making the battle a spiritual battle between Christ and Satan, and not a physical battle between us and our foes here on earth. The believer is under attack, the foe is 'eager to devour us', (v. 3) and in the end may even rob the believer of 'goods, fame, child and wife,' (v. 4) but there is no physical need to go out and annihilate the enemy, because Christ fights for us. To problematise Luther's own stand on the use of violence and political resistance obviously goes beyond the scope of this article.
The Australian Lutheran hymnal has 14 hymns under the section 'The Church militant', six of these are translations of hymns still in the EKG, of which three are by Luther himself.
Whilst most of the hymns speak of spiritual warfare in fairly general terms, the most militant of the hymns is a war cry to follow Jesus into battle and contains the hard-hitting line: 'a coward he who will not heed, when his commander takes the lead' (LH 336, EKG 256). But overall the hymn uses more the imagery of taking up the Cross and following Christ than of military warfare.
Fruits of the Spirit
When searching the EKG for references to Christian love and responsibility, I saw that the first place it gets a solid mention is in the section on Pentecost hymns. Most Lutherans are not charismatic or Pentecostal. We do not expect supernatural gifts from the Holy Spirit, and most of the year we do not speak much of the Spirit. But when we do, it is in the context of the hope and prayer that our faith in Christ may be strengthened, that the community may be drawn together and that believer's may grow in love and be strengthened for service in the world.
In most Pentecost hymns the spirit is seen as a gift which results in the fruits of faith and love, which draws us closer to the neighbour and makes the church a united community. This is either proclaimed or prayed for. In these hymns, more than in most others, it is presupposed that faith has consequences in our daily life and that Christian responsibility extends into the world. In this section of the hymnal there are some really great texts. Unfortunately they are usually sung only on Pentecost Sunday, one day a year! A greater focus on the Holy Spirit throughout the year would do the Lutherans some good.
Following Jesus, Being sent out, and the Ministry of the human Jesus
Being called to follow Jesus, or being sent out into the world, are related concepts in Christian theology although they are treated in different ways.
Following Jesus and taking up the Cross in the hymns of the EKG has the connotation of suffering, of forsaking earthly priorities, of going through the world, turning our eyes from temptation and single-mindedly having one's eyes fixed on Christ. When we follow Christ, he will show us how to live and how to 'flee and shun whatever may be harmful' (EKG 256) 41 in order to remain pure and to follow Christ on the way to heaven. The idea of turning away from the world occurs repeatedly (e.g. EKG 213, 252, 272) . This goes against Luther's own notion that people will remain sinful, and should be more concerned with service in the world than with remaining sinless (Luther [1521 (Luther [ ] 1963 . 42 The element of service appears very little in these hymns, even less the idea of following Jesus to those people he went to, that is, the poor and the outcasts. 
Christian love and responsibility
Most other songs about Christian love and responsibility are found under the section: 'Christian Faith, Christian Life', and several under 'Morning songs', praying for the day ahead and its tasks. However it is disappointing to see how abstract and often dryly it is dealt with. The passion and poetic quality that is found in the songs where they speak about faith and the assurance of salvation is not reached in the songs or verses that speak about Christian love and service. In some songs it is almost as if it is mentioned out of a sense of duty, rather than conviction.
A rather typical example is the classic reformation hymn about justification by faith by Paul Speratus Salvation unto us has come (EKG 242, LH 324) . In the original there are twelve verses which teach the basic dogma of justification by faithfairly dry, but definitely not the worst of what was out there. Of these twelve verses, one half a verse speaks of the fruit of this faith being love and service to the neighbour, and another few phrases stress that -although works are a sign of faith, they do not justify you before God.
Here in the translation of the Australian Lutheran hymnal:
To Thee, O Lord, in faith we cling, We love and trust Thee truly, And from this faith good works shall spring that serve our neighbour duly. 'Tis faith alone that justifies; The works that from such faith arise Reveal that it is living. (LH 324 v. 5) This is fairly dry-rhymed dogmatics, but is repeated in more or less poetically powerful ways in several other hymns (EKG 247 v. 2, 269 v. 7, 271 v. 8) . The reasons for faith are proclaimed in glowing terms. That something should follow faith is mentioned, but not stressed with any emphasis, out of a fear that one might be promoting justification by works. Love and service is almost an optional extra, something that should follow automatically, but where one need not be too concerned if it does not, as that merely proves the point that we are sinners. This is an area where I am highly critical of my own tradition, which, although it has changed a lot in the last 20 years, still has the tendency to see acts of mercy and diaconical workparticularly aimed at people outside the congregation -as not being part of the 'core business' of the church, even less any prophetic ministry.
Fortunately even in the EKG, but much more in the new German hymnal, there are hymns that speak with passion and also poetical quality of love, community and Christian responsibility. Some phrases in a communion hymn by Luther (EKG 163) speak of celebrating communion as strengthening believers to live in love and unity. A communion hymn by Andreas Cramer of 1730 develops the idea of communion as the inspiration for true community living, as we are 'eating of one bread and drinking of one cup' and that this should encourage us to live together 'as brothers, strengthening who are bent and protecting the weak' (EKG 159 v. 2). This hymn has never been translated, perhaps because the metre and rhyming pattern are difficult to translate into English, but although it has been sung and loved for centuries, the focus on community is still a relatively minor focus in Lutheran communion hymns, and more hymns speak mainly of the forgiveness of sins. 
Justice, resistance
A painful realisation for Christians who were involved in the struggle for justice in South Africa was how few hymns there were in traditional hymn books which could provide any kind of support and inspiration. This is true not only of the Lutheran hymn book but across the board. Some people tried to write, but not many of these songs found a wide hearing though some were published in Cry Justice by John de Gruchy (1986) . 43 The problem is not only to write a song about justice, but to write it well enough that it will indeed be sung. Inspiration for resistance is likely to come from biblical traditions of resistance, often found in Psalms and of course the prophetic books. Whilst the Psalms have always been a primary inspiration for Christian hymns, hymns inspired by prophetic traditions are rare. And quite often, the Christianised paraphrases of Hebrew psalms have blunted their original power. This phenomenon would merit a more thorough study on its own.
In general, Lutherans are people who are more likely to pray for the government than to be involved in resistance movements, and this is reflected in their hymn book. The prayer for good government crops up in several places in the hymn book (e.g. EKG 36, 40, 212, 394 and others) . 44 References to a God of justice who is the protector and helper of the poor, oppressed and downtrodden is, in the EKG largely limited to the section with Psalm paraphrases . The final hymn in this section is a paraphrase of the Magnificat, Luke 1, (EKG 200) , but the poetic quality falls far below the biblical example and it is very seldom sung (never in my personal experience). 45 There are several other examples of seldomsung hymns which take up the Psalm references to a God of justice. 46 The fact that these songs are not so popular is telling in itself. It is not only an issue of poetic quality, but also of content that does not sit so comfortably with congregational culture.
Two hymns which paraphrase with poetic power and have become firm favourites are both paraphrases of Psalm 146. Unfortunately, if quite a lot gets lost from a Psalm in paraphrasing it, even more gets lost in translation. The first by Herrenschmidt 1714 (EKG 198) has been translated and appears in both the American and Australian hymnals. The German paraphrase is fairly close to the Psalm. Verse 3 of Psalm 146: 'Do not put your trust in princes, in mortal men who cannot save ...' is paraphrased as follows (in the translation of the Australian hymnal):
Trust not in princes who, born of woman are dust and turn to dust always; Vain are their counsels for they are human, and fail when death will claim its prey. Since then no man can help afford, Trust ye in Christ our God and Lord. (LH 450 v. 2) This is a fairly straight translation of the German. Then the two translators make cuts -understandably, as the original has eight verses. So what happens to verse 7 of the Psalm: 'he upholds the cause of the oppressed and gives food to the hungry. The LORD sets prisoners free'?
Herrenschmidt paraphrases (literally):
If there are some who suffer injustice, the Lord vindicates them. To the hungry he will give the food they need to gain strength for life, those heavily bound he sets free and his grace knows no limits. (EKG 198 v. 5) The American hymnal cuts this verse completely, leaving the hymn with four verses. The Australian hymnal cuts out the element of justice resulting in the following:
Penitent sinners for mercy crying, pardon and peace from Him obtain; ever the wants of the poor supplying, their faithful God He doth remain. He helps His children in distress, Widows bereaved, the fatherless. (LH 450 v. 5) This is a very interesting shift. Penitent sinners are present neither in the Psalm nor in the German paraphrase. And both 44.Benjamin Schmolck's extensive prayer for the country Herr, höre, Herr, erhöre (EKG 394) has one phrase praying for support for the persecuted in verse 10.
45.The EG has still included this hymn from 1548 (e.g. 307) but has supplemented it with a more contemporary paraphrase of 1952, using a tune from the Genevan Psalter. In my experience neither version has been used much. those who suffer injustice and the prisoners have disappeared from the translation. This is a very telling shift, which can be traced in many a Psalm paraphrase, which in the end no longer speaks of injustice -a social category -but of sin and moral failings. I will not deny that this happens in many of the German paraphrases too, though this one is true to its source. 47 Luther himself is very free in his paraphrases. His paraphrase of Psalm 12 leaves out the reference to oppression and focuses on the poor and needy. He contextualises the Psalm to the situation of the persecution of the true gospel teaching (EKG 177). His version of Psalm 67 changes the verse 'for you rule the people justly' (Psalm 67 v. 4) to 'You are the judge on earth, and do not allow sin to reign' (own translation EKG 182 v. 2). Whilst I am generally in favour of free paraphrases of the Psalms, rather than the often stilted literal ones, there needs to be awareness of the important themes that are not entering Christian theology.
The other paraphrase of Psalm 146 in the EKG, the one by Paul Gerhardt, was never translated. Apparently even in German it gained popularity rather late. The reason may be its content, but also the exuberant tune, which admittedly is not that easy to sing. It is a much freer paraphrase of the Psalm, and leaves out the reference to the princes. But it retains the focus on the God who cares for the poor, upholds the cause of the oppressed and liberates the captives. I give here my own translation of a verse -also relatively free, as I condensed 8 verses into 5:
He hears us when we call Him, and rescues us from need. He cares and nurtures daily, the hungry He will feed. Protects the weak who suffer oppression, violence, pain, those who in bondage languish, He will set free again. (WS 381 v. 4) The two hymns discussed here speak of the God of justice acting on behalf of the oppressed. They say nothing about our own role in this, and this would also have been to go beyond what the Psalm itself says. But in general the hymnal is silent on our responsibility to stand up to injustice and help those suffering oppression. Helping the poor from our bounty is still in order. But naming injustice means criticising those in power. Calling for the release of captives, means saying those who put them there were in the wrong. And confronting the authorities is something we do not have a strong tradition about. During the apartheid years, Lutherans who opposed apartheid received some of their strongest attacks from other Lutherans. Unfortunately our hymn book did not help much there. The biblical traditions that we could draw on were not reflected in the hymn book. To go back to the original image of the sun and moon -we were living with the light of the half-moon and taking that as the full criterion of truth.
The German Lutheran hymnal of the early 1990s, which we are using today fortunately went some steps towards rectifying this major gap and has a whole section on hymns about justice, peace and the integrity of creation 47.In the Psalm 68 paraphrase of Matthias Jorissen 1793, the references to widows and orphans and prisoners in verse 6 is included at the end of Verse 4 with the words 'how tenderly he loves his people, giving the weak strength and power' (EKG 183 v. 4).
48.Most of these songs come from the anti-nuclear peace movement. There are fewer that speak convincingly about social justice.
